
Study Abroad at the Stadium

Today a press conference launching "Study Abroad at the Stadium" was held in the multimedia
room of San Giovannino in Florence, Italy.

  

This exciting offer was made possible thanks to a partnership between ACF Fiorentina and OSA
Soccer Academy, and it's goal is to incentivize foreign students to attend games by offering,
among other things, discounted tickets to soccer matches played in Florence.

      

Soccer is a well loved sport in Italy, and it is now gaining attention in the US. The objective of
this offer is to introduce the 30,000 foreign students who come to Florence each year to an
integral element of the Florentine and Italian culture- the passion for soccer!

  The offer provides 40% off ticket prices, discounts on official ACF Fiorentina merchandise,
guided tours of the Artemio Franchi stadium and the possibility to meet players, as well as
assistance in English on reserving tickets for individuals and groups.  

After showing a video about the Serie A soccer club, ACF Fiorentina, to the conference
attendees, which included advisors and school directors from the most well known Universities
and study abroad schools in Florence, Paolo Dellafiore (Business development manager at
OSA Soccer Academy) provided detailed information about the offer. Also in attendance were
Doctor Sandro Mencucci (CEO ACF Fiorentina), Professor Vincenzo Vergine (Director of ACF
Fiorentina Youth Sector), Giuseppe Pezzano (President OSA Soccer Academy), Robert
Shakelford (Secretary of AACUPI, Association of American College and University Programs in
Italy) and Doctor Vittorio Careri (Directory of EduItalia, Association of Schools and Universities
for Foreign Students in Italy).

  

Doctor Sandro Mencucci, who is always looking to promote ACF Fiorentina beyond the Italian
boarders, highlighted the importance of this offer as a cultural experience for students which will
allow them to experience, first hand, the passion that Italians and Florentines have for soccer.
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He also noted that encouraging foreigners to become fans will benefit the club by expanding it's
name throughout the world.

  

Robert Shackelford, representative of over 40 American Universities with study abroad
programs in Florence, was very pleased with the offer, noting the importance for foreign
students to engage in Florence's soccer culture as a means to better understand the Florentine
and Italian culture they are living in.

  

Giuseppe Pezzano emphasized that this offer was just one of many that ACF Fiorentina and
OSA Soccer Academy are working on as a means to export soccer passion, and Italian soccer
know-how throughout the world. The organization of tours in Italy for foreign teams and soccer
courses for study abroad students are among the many other offers available.

  

Among the offers from ACF Fiorentina and OSA Soccer Academy a particularly exciting offer is
a course for foreign soccer coaches titled "The ACF Fiorentina Method" taught by Professor
Vincenzo Vergine. This course represents another important step towards exporting Italian
soccer abroad by teaching a scientific manner for developing the talents and potentials of young
soccer players.  Courses are offered in Florence and abroad helping to make ACF Fiorentina
recognized throughout the world as an innovative club.

  

The conference was concluded and the word is now out! Students will benefit from this great
new offer and schools will benefit from a new service and a new offer to promote to their clients.

  

July 14, 2011, Florence, Italy
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